High-throughput sequencing of RNA molecules has enabled the quantitative analysis of gene expression at the expense of storage space and processing power. To alleviate these problems, lossy compression methods of the quality scores associated to RNA sequencing data have recently been proposed, and the evaluation of their impact on downstream analyses is gaining attention. In this context, this work presents a first assessment of the impact of lossily compressed quality scores in RNA sequencing data on the performance of some of the most recent tools used for differential gene expression.
Introduction
High-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is undergoing rapid evolution since its introduction back in 2008 when several research groups, encouraged by the accessibility of novel high-throughput sequencing technologies, set out to study the transcriptome of different organisms [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is through nucleotide sequences of RNA that information encoded in an organism's DNA is made available to the cell, and that it can be interpreted by the cell to guide the synthesis of proteins. The RNA sequences are gene readouts, i.e. copies of gene regions of DNA. These gene readouts are called transcripts and the set of all the transcripts present in a cell, or a population of cells, at a given time constitutes the transcriptome. Researchers can gain a better understanding of the workings of cells and their connection to diseases by investigating the levels of gene activity in the transcriptome. The activity of a gene is the result of a process known as gene expression through which the DNA nucleotide sequence of a gene is converted into nucleotide sequences of RNA, and then into the amino acid sequence of a protein. The amount of gene activity can be measured by estimating the number of transcripts in a tissue sample. RNA-seq data is widely used to get quantitative information on the differences in the expression of genes between a test and control conditions. However, gene expression levels are very fragile and reflect uncertainties associated with sampling as well as technical and biological variance [5] . The certainty about the observation of a gene expression level can be improved by increasing the number of sequenced reads in a condition, which can be achieved by adding biological replicates and by deeper sequencing of existing replicates [6] .
The test for differential gene expression (DGE) relies on the estimation of transcripts across conditions, which requires the assembly and quantification of millions of sequenced reads. The high computational cost associated to the storage and processing of millions of reads is shared by all functional genomic assays driven by highthroughput sequencing. The wealth of raw sequenced data, and the complexity of measurements to be inferred make the setup of a working bioinformatic pipeline a challenge, and an assessment of its accuracy is difficult [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, the situation aggravates in applications like DGE where multiple, deeply sequenced samples need to be analyzed. In recent years several research groups have investigated methods to improve the effectiveness of compression technologies for the storage of high-throughput sequencing data. In particular, approaches to lossy or quasi-lossless compression of quality scores have received special attention [10] [11] [12] [13] , along with an interest to measure their impact in the calling of genomic variants [14, 15] , so far the sole downstream application tested for evaluation. In the context of gene expression (section 2) this work sets out to explore the effect of lossy compression of quality scores. For this purpose we start by observing its effect on transcript reconstruction over a simulated sample with different depths of coverage. Then, we take two real datasets of RNA-seq data and run them on a state-of-the-art DGE pipeline (section 3), and provide a first assessment of the impact (sections 4 and 5). In particular, the goal is to understand if differences arise in the calling of expressed genes, between a two-condition DGE pipeline that features full quality score scale of RNA-seq data, and a pipeline featuring reduced resolution. The focus is only on significant genes with the strongest activity and state-of-the-art tools are used to build the pipeline.
In summary, this work shows:
-that lossy quality scores marginally affect the reconstruction of transcripts in simulated data, a result that is corroborated in the calling of genes in the test for differential gene expression, -the application of lossy compression in a pipeline for testing differential gene expression (section 3),
-how high rates of lossy compression of quality scores in RNA-seq data do not compromise, in principle, the calling of significant genes when testing for differential gene expression in a two-condition setting (section 4).
RNA-seq and differential gene expression
RNA-seq is a functional genomic assay based on high throughput sequencing with the primary goal of quantifying abundances of mature molecules of messenger RNA (mRNA) in a cell. The RNA in a cell is produced by DNA transcription, a process where portions of DNA are copied or transcribed into RNA nucleotide sequences. Specifically, these RNA chains transcribe segments of gene regions of DNA, also referred to as transcripts. Many transcripts can be made from the same gene and each transcript can direct the synthesis of several protein molecules. Moreover, the cell commonly controls the production of RNA to regulate its genes whose expression can be measured by counting the abundance of transcripts present at a particular moment in time within a cell. Different types of RNA molecules are produced during transcription but only mature mRNAs will be translated into proteins. In eukaryotic cells the mature mRNA transcripts result after RNA splicing: a process where all intron sequences are removed from mRNA transcripts and the remaining exons are joined to form a continuous sequence. Splicing can occur in different ways leaving in or out exons from the final transcript. The possibility of different splicing patterns from the same mRNA transcript is called alternative splicing and it allows the production of different proteins from the same gene during translation.
Broadly speaking, RNA-seq applications can be grouped in two categories. When the expressed transcripts are used to conduct transcriptome annotations, the application is qualitative. Other applications require some form of measuring and thus they are considered as quantitative. Examples of these applications are: the quantification of novel transcripts, alternative splicing and gene expression.
The goal of most RNA-seq experiments is to identify genes whose expression change across two experimental conditions. These differential gene expression experiments require at least six biological replicates per condition with sufficient sequencing depth [6, 16, 17] . The RNA-seq protocol is approximately the same across platforms: samples of RNA are isolated, fragmented at random positions, copied into complementary DNA, amplified and sequenced to obtain reads. The workflow described below reconstructs the transcriptome from the resulting reads and measures the expression of genes by quantifying the abundance of assembled reads. Figure 1 shows how a pipeline for DGE can be structured in three steps:
Assembly. Approximately 60% of the reads are exonic and will map entirely within an exon in the reference genome. The rest of the reads come from spliced transcripts and will span two or more exons. Spliced mappers like TopHat2 [18] and HISAT2 [19, 20] can map exonic reads and identify splice junctions from reads spanning different exons. However, the assembly of exon-spanning reads requires an additional tool. According to [21] the best performing tools for this task are Cufflinks [22] and StringTie [23] . The reconstruction of the transcriptome is complete when both exonic reads and exon-spanning reads are mapped.
2. Quantification. The mapped reads are counted to measure the expressed genes in the reconstructed transcriptome. Cufflinks and StringTie simultaneously assemble and count the reads mapped to each transcript. Lightweight approaches such as Sailfish and its successor Salmon [24] and kallisto [25] bypass the assembly step and directly estimate the read count by pseudo-aligning to the reference transcriptome.
3. Estimation of magnitude and significance of differential expression. The count of reads is a relative value of the sample. Its value depends heavily on the amount of fragments sequenced and the effective length of the genomic region in an RNA-seq experiment. Therefore read counts should be normalized to compare features (e.g. genes, isoforms and exons) within a sample; common units for normalized read counts are transcripts per million (TPM) and fragments per kilobase of exon per million reads mapped (FPKM). The magnitude of differential expression between two or more conditions is estimated by computing the fold change of normalized read counts from replicated samples. DGE tools make assumptions about the distribution of the read counts to determine the genes whose expression varies between conditions. These tools estimate the significance of expression differences by testing the null hypothesis that a gene's expression between conditions (e.g. treatment vs. control) is unaffected. In a recent publication [16] the best performing tools for estimating DGE were shown to be edgeR [26] and DESeq2 [27] . 
Experimental setting
In our first setting we investigated the effect of lossy compression of quality scores on transcript reconstruction. Using the Flux simulator [28] , we generated three samples of the human chromosome 22 with one, five and ten million reads and ran them through HISAT2 and StringTie to assemble the transcripts. The samples were input in four modes: with and without quality scores, and after applying lossy compression with the tools Quartz [11] and P-/R-Block [10] . We evaluated the reconstruction of transcripts by means of the average per-base-coverage. Because we used simulated data, the reference coverage is known and after assembly the coverage for reconstructed transcripts can be computed.
In our second setting, we focus on determining differentially expressed genes on replicates of RNA-seq data. The layout consists of three steps: assembly, quantification and the test for differential expression (see Figure 2) . The sequenced reads are first mapped to the reference transcriptome guided by the genome annotation during assembly. The mapped reads are then analyzed to reconstruct the possible transcripts from which they came from; the computation of abundances of reconstructed transcripts follows. Both the assembly and quantification steps are repeated for each replicate in every condition. The test for differential expression takes place after the abundance count of all replicates of all conditions has been obtained. In this last step the magnitude and significance of expressed genes are estimated. In the pipeline of Figure 2 a pre-processing step is added where lossy compression is applied to the quality scores of an input replicate (see Figure 3) . In this step the sequences of nucleotides are kept intact, but their quality scores are compressed with controlled loss of information, and ultimately transformed to a coarser resolution after decompression. Three methods of lossy compression of quality scores have been applied: a uniform quantization with 2 and 8 bins (UQ2, UQ8) and the approaches proposed in the tools Quartz [11] and P-Block and R-Block, respectively [10] . A necessary pre-processing step for Quartz is the generation of a dictionary of common k-mers for each species. Then, for a given set of sequence reads, Quartz breaks these reads up into a set of overlapping k-mers. Subsequently, every position in a supporting k-mer different from a dictionary k-mer is annotated as a possible variant. Quartz assumes that these divergent bases in supporting k-mers correspond to sequencing errors or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), respectively. The corresponding quality scores are preserved by Quartz, whereas other quality scores are set to a pre-defined default value. P-and R-Block represent quality scores by separating them into blocks of variable size, where all quality scores contained in each block comply with a chosen parameter according to some measure criterion. For each block, its length and a representative value is stored. The pipeline under test is summarized in Figure 4 . Tests on this pipeline were conducted for two organisms: the yeast S. Figure 4 : Layout of the pipeline for differential expression with lossy compression of quality scores. This pipeline was run for three lossy compression methods on RNA-seq data for two organisms.
Results
In Table 1 we report the overall alignment percentage for the four modes of the three simulated samples of the human chromosome 22. Along with the alignment rate, the bits required per quality score is shown. The distribution of transcripts ordered by coverage is shown in Figure 5 (a). This data reports the coverage per reconstructed transcript in the file with 10 million reads and with full quality score scale. gene seems to have changed between conditions. The fold change can be positive or negative and it is commonly transformed to log2 scale; for example, a gene with a log2 fold change of 1 means that the gene's expression increased by a factor of 2 1 = 2. Positive values of fold change signal up-regulated genes and negative values signal down-regulated genes. To determine the significance in the calling of expressed genes the method for differential analysis of count data proposed in DESeq2 [27] was used. For every gene a hypothesis test is conducted to decide against the null hypothesis that the variability observed of a gene's expression between conditions is the same; the result of the test is reported as a p-value. These p-values are corrected for multiple testing and adjusted to account for false positives. The false discovery rate statistic can then be used to set a threshold on the allowed percentage of false positives in the set. For the performed tests a false discovery rate of 10% was considered and the result was sorted by the log2 fold change estimate to obtain significant genes with the strongest up-and down-regulation. This list of ranked genes is the output of the last step of the pipeline shown in Figure 4 . The goal of this work consists in measuring if the calling of significant genes with the strongest up-and down-regulation in a DGE pipeline is affected by lossily compressing the quality scores associated to RNA-seq data. To get a first assessment of the impact the ranked lists computed by the pipeline for every lossy compression method were compared. In Table 2 the median compression rate in bits per quality score is shown for every compression method along with its confidence interval. Tables 3 and  4 show the ranked lists of log2 fold changes and the associated genes; values in bold are log2 fold changes for whose gene calling was different from the genes indicated in the rightmost column. 
Discussion and conclusions
Bioinformatics pipelines driven by high-throughput sequencing data are intrinsically complex due to the need to perform measurements on the large variety of heterogeneous data they process. A systematic approach to evaluate their performance will be critically important for their implementation in genomic medicine. Moreover, the challenges associated with the manipulation of large amounts of genomic sequence data are quickly arising as a fundamental obstacle to downstream applications. In this context, this work sets out to examine the change in the performance of a stateof-the-art bioinformatics pipeline for differential gene expression when applying lossy compression of quality scores associated to RNA-seq data. The proposed workflow enables the objective measurement of the effect of lossy compression of quality scores in the calling of genes with the strongest up-and down-regulation on two real-world sets of RNA-seq data. The obtained results show that the impact of a controlled loss of information when compressing quality scores can be minimized and reduced to zero when calling up-and down-regulated genes in RNA-seq analysis. The next step of this study could consist in investigating how quality scores are actually used by the considered pipelines, so that compression algorithms can be further tuned to generate a minimal perturbation of performance and provide smaller compressed data footprints. A principled approach to efficient compression of quality scores will improve the performance of high-throughput bioinformatics pipelines enabling applications that are not possible today due to the costs in terms of both storage space and bandwidth.
